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The status quo: crisis

Cost of education 

Costs of resources

Student income

Library budgets

Traditional learning models

Print-centric pedagogy
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LTU Innovation grant 

Four pilot titles

Investment in 

Origin story

Identity 
kit

Design

Branding Staffing
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Library as knowledge creator

                         
                     

Open access Peer reviewed Adaptable MultimodalDigital first
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Benefits for students

• No cost – supports student equity and reduces financial anxiety

• Relevant – reduces information overload

• Current and contextual

• No artificial barriers – access anytime and anywhere

• Do what you want – freedom to download, print, share, and 

annotate without restrictions
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• Student engagement

• Free means all students can engage

• Digitally rich and interactive

• Flexible – easily updated, adopted, adapted, and localised in a rapidly changing world

• Globally disseminated via open access – reputational boost for authors

• La Trobe authors for La Trobe courses – consistency in teaching and content

• Logical structure (book) – conceptual bridges. Coherence. Holistic chapter structure.

• May count towards research publications to earn academic workload points (ERA/AWPS)

Benefits for authors
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Core staff (current model)

Coordinator, Open EducationBusiness Services and 
Communications Officers

Library Business Services Officer
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Core staff (post-LTU transformation)

Coordinator, 
Open Education and Scholarship 

Manager, Digital Discovery Digital Discovery Officer
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Connected ways of working 
(post-LTU transformation)

University Copyright Advisor

Senior Advisor, Digital Learning 
& Library Skills

Senior Learning Librarians

Many others!

Community Outreach & 
Engagement team
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Getting started:
expression of interest

https://opal.latrobe.edu.au/articles/educational_resource/La_Trobe_eBureau_author_kit/13116455

https://opal.latrobe.edu.au/articles/educational_resource/La_Trobe_eBureau_author_kit/13116455
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Eligibility criteria

1. At least one lead author from La Trobe

2. Must be aligned with a La Trobe subject or course code

3. Author must have copyright of the manuscript (i.e. the author wrote it)

Note: we take a flexible and open approach to expressions of interest. 

Each project is judged on its own merits.
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 Author commitment to a reasonable timeline

 Clarity in aims and scope

 Defined target audience

 Named subject codes & commitment to embed

 Pedagogy: problem-solving, value, and innovation

 Clear sense of how to leverage open access

 Grants / money?

What makes a good author proposal?

https://opal.latrobe.edu.au/articles/educational_resource/La_Trobe_eBureau_author_kit/13116455

https://opal.latrobe.edu.au/articles/educational_resource/La_Trobe_eBureau_author_kit/13116455
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Two options:

(recommended – more open, allows adaptation)

(does not permit derivative adaptations)

Author copyright agreement
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Creation

 Adobe Creative Suite:

– InDesign

– Photoshop

– Premiere Pro

Discoverability

 OPAL 

 PRIMO 

 National Library of Australia

 eBureau website

 CrossRef (DOI)

Platforms we use
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D’Cruz, C., (2020). Democracy in Difference: Debating key terms of gender, sexuality, race and identity. La Trobe eBureau.
https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau/ebook.html#democracyindifference

https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau/ebook.html#democracyindifference
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Case study:

Research and evidence in practice

 Saves students up to $123,632+ per semester

 Aligns teaching and content

 Video and multimedia

 Positive student testimonials praising its clarity and relevance

 Adopted by several Victoria University subjects

https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau/ebook.html#researchevidence

https://youtu.be/X9dNbdaHNuQ
https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau/ebook.html#researchevidence
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Case study:

How to do science

 Global adoption

– U.S. universities 

– Indonesian medical school

– USQ, ACU

 Research study indicated students liked: 

– accessibility

– navigation

– quality of content

https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau/ebook.html#howtodoscience

Julien, B. L., Lexis, L., Salisbury, F., Russell, K., & Loch, B. (2018). Human Physiology 
Students’ Perceptions of etextbooks: Towards Open Access as an Alternative to 

Traditional Textbooks. International Journal of Innovation in Science and 
Mathematics Education (formerly CAL-laborate International), 26(7).

https://openjournals.library.sydney.edu.au/index.php/CAL/article/view/12650%3C/p%3E
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Call to action:

start the conversation

 Transform existing lecture notes and materials into a holistic publication

 Intervention into course / subject review & redesign

 Fill gaps in the textbook market e.g. Australian text, or a certain perspective/lens

 Advancing student equity and reducing access barriers to education

 Adapt existing open content to create a new resource

 Pivoting to online learning models and resources
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eBureau author kit

https://opal.latrobe.edu.au/articles/educational_resource/La_Trobe_eBureau_author_kit/13116455

https://opal.latrobe.edu.au/articles/educational_resource/La_Trobe_eBureau_author_kit/13116455
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Website:

La Trobe eBureau website

Author kit:

La Trobe eBureau author kit (hosted on OPAL)

Peer-reviewed research studies evaluating the La Trobe eBureau:

Erickson, S., Hodgkin, S., Karasmanis, S., & Murley, G. (2017). An innovative approach to teaching research and evidence in health 
sciences. Paper presented at: IFLA WLIC 2019 - Athens, Greece - Libraries: dialogue for change

Julien, B. L., Lexis, L., Salisbury, F., Russell, K., & Loch, B. (2018). Human physiology students’ perceptions of etextbooks: towards open 
access as an alternative to traditional textbooks. International journal of innovation in science and mathematics education, 26(7).

eBureau author panel discussion at Open Access Week 2021:

La Trobe eBureau presents: it’s publishing, but not as we know it – creating equitable and engaging resources for online learning

Register now : Oct 28, 2021 01:00 PM (AEDT) 

eBureau resources

https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau
https://doi.org/10.26181/5f8e7e03e713f
http://library.ifla.org/id/eprint/2771/
https://openjournals.library.sydney.edu.au/index.php/CAL/article/view/12650
https://latrobe.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0tf--tqj0rHNNwSoaRjDcGD8GqLlXdkYuJ
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The student’s perspective: Sherene

La Trobe eBureau - A Student's Perspective

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9dNbdaHNuQ

